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A Guide to Bail Reform
in New York State

New Yorkers value justice, fairness, and equal opportunity. But our broken
justice system undermines these values. On any given day in New York State,
approximately 25,000 people are detained in local jails; nearly 70 percent of them
—about 16,000 people—are in jail pretrial.1 This means they have not been
convicted of a crime—they have only been charged with a crime, are presumed
innocent, and are awaiting their day in court. Most are sitting in jail pretrial
because they cannot afford to pay cash bail.

NO ONE SHOULD BE DETAINED IN
JAIL SIMPLY BECAUSE THEY CANNOT
AFFORD TO PURCHASE THEIR FREEDOM.
Community groups and advocates are pushing for reform of bail practices—and
there is growing agreement among elected officials that reform is needed.
On January 16, 2019, New York Governor Andrew Cuomo put forth an Executive
Budget, which included bills to reform bail and other pretrial practices across the
state. The State Assembly has already passed a bail reform bill (sponsored by Assm.
Walker) and a separate reform bill is pending in the State Senate (sponsored by Sen.
Gianaris). While there are differences—some of which are significant—between
the reform proposals issued by the Governor, State Assembly, and State Senate,
there near universal agreement now that reform is urgently needed and that the time
for reform is now.
This guide is intended to help New Yorkers cut through the politics and rhetoric,
understand current bail practices, and provide a standard by which to evaluate
reform proposals to bail practices in New York.
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The Nine Key Principles Essential to Achieving
Meaningful Bail Reform in New York:

1
9
8

CONFRONT
AND ELIMINATE
racial and ethnic
disparities in
pretrial practices.

2

LIMIT AND
DRASTICALLY REDUCE
the use of pretrial
detention.

ADDRESS
the linkage of bail,
discovery, and speedy
trial to achieve
statewide pretrial
justice reform.

ACCOUNT FOR
AND MINIMIZE
differences in bail and
pretrial detention
practices between New
York City and the rest
of the state.

7

ESTABLISH
standardized
collection and
public reporting of
pretrial detention
data, coupled with
accountability
mechanisms.

3
#BailReformNY

6

INCLUDE
people directly impacted
by the justice system
in discussions of and
planning for bail reform.

5

END
wealth-based
detention.

4

REMOVE
PROFIT
from pretrial
justice decisions.

ENSURE
the right to
counsel—and quality
representation—at any
individualized hearings
to determine bail or
prior to any use of
pretrial detention.
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1

CONFRONT AND ELIMINATE

racial and ethnic disparities in pretrial practices.

Every stage of the criminal justice system is
marked by systemic racial bias and disparities.
Racial and ethnic disparities in policing
practices mean that Black and Latino people
are more likely to be arrested than are white
people for the exact same offenses.2 After an
arrest, Black and Latino people in New York
City are more likely than white people to be
taken into custody for low-level offenses.3 A
study of prosecutorial patterns in Manhattan
also showed that Black and Latino people were
subject to higher rates of pretrial detention and
more punitive plea offers than similarly charged
white people.4
In 2014, Black and Latino people made up
approximately 63 percent of the state’s jail
population, despite representing only 34 percent
of the total population statewide.5 In New York
City, the figures are also disturbingly disparate:
Black and Latino people make up 90 percent of
the city jail population but only slightly more
than half of the overall population.6

Systemic racial bias in pretrial detention also
negatively affects victims of violence and
other crime. People of color—particularly
Black women, LGBTQ people, young men, and
immigrants—are among the groups most likely
to experience and survive violence and least
likely to receive support in the aftermath.7 This
means that many of the people detained pretrial
are crime survivors, and that their detention
is concurrent with their trauma and healing.
Many people who are detained pretrial are
likely to experience violence in the future. When
that happens, their sense of the justice system’s
fairness and legitimacy may shape their decisions
about whether or not to report violence and seek
help for the harm they sustain.8
Bail reform must not exacerbate or replicate
racial and ethnic disparities in the criminal
justice system. It must not contribute to
expanding undue surveillance and monitoring
(known as “net widening”) of marginalized
communities. Successful reform requires an
end to the over-criminalization, over-policing,
and over-charging that drive disproportionate
numbers of people of color into jails and prisons.

Race and wealth should
not be factors in our
criminal justice system.
–GOVERNOR ANDREW CUOMO
State of the State Address, January 3, 2018
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Concerns About the Use of Risk Assessment
Instruments in Pretrial Detention
Risk assessment instruments (RAIs) are tools
used to predict the probability of a particular
outcome: whether police will re-arrest someone
at a later date, or whether a person will be able
to make it to court. In New York, thr existing
statute in place allows for RAIs based on a “risk
of flight.” It does not allow for the so-called
“dangerousness” model used in other states.
In fact, the legislature specifically considered
and rejected adding dangerousness to New
York’s bail statute when it was drafted in the
early 1970s, based largely on concerns that such
determinations would be too speculative and
would disproportionately impact low-income
communities of color.9 These early concerns
have been shown to be valid; not only have
racial disparities persisted in New Jersey, which
recently adopted these instruments,10 but recent
research has shown that popular tools had no
effect on reducing racial disparities in pretrial
detention.11 Several studies demonstrate that
many of these tools label Black and Latino
people disproportionately as “high risk” in
comparison to whites, even when people pose
little to no risk of being re-arrested.12 There is
growing concern that RAIs used to assess the
risk of re-arrest or committing future crime
(the “dangerousness” model) may reinforce the
disproportionate incarceration of poor people
and people of color. Tools that do so have the
potential to further entrench and legitimize
discriminatory practices in the criminal justice
system, especially if used pretrial, when a
person is presumed to be innocent.
What’s more, risk assessment instruments are
not guaranteed to reduce pretrial detention
populations. A study by Professor Megan
Stevenson of the Antonin Scalia Law School at
George Mason University found that Kentucky’s
adoption of a new dangerousness-based RAI
“had negligible effects on the overall release
rate, [failure to appear] rate, [and] pretrial
rearrest rate.”13 A separate report found that
in Lucas County, Ohio, pretrial detention
rates increased and the rate at which people

pleaded guilty at first appearance doubled since
implementing a dangerousness RAI.14
RAIs that do not consider dangerousness are now
in use in New York State. For the past 40 years,
the New York City Criminal Justice Agency has
been administering an RAI that makes release
and detention recommendations according to
whether a person will make it to future court
appearances.15 This approach preserves the
presumption of innocence guaranteed by the
Constitution—and also makes practical sense: one
2012 study showed that only 1.9 percent of people
who are released pretrial in the United States were
re-arrested for a violent felony.16
The use of RAIs should continue to be limited
in New York State and continue to exclusively
evaluate the likelihood of future appearances.
This approach respects the presumption
of innocence, while ensuring judges retain
the authority to make individualized bail
determinations. Further, it ensures courts
can prioritize and fund meeting the needs
of people accused of crimes, many of whom
frequently cannot make it to court because they
lack basic childcare or reliable transportation.
Where these tools are currently in use in New
York—as with the CJA tool—there should be
an explicit objective of reducing racial and
ethnic disparities in pretrial detention and
decreasing such detention overall. They should
be evaluated according to these metrics by an
independent third-party agency and not by the
entity that developed the tool. Use of these tools
must be immediately discontinued if, after a test
period, they do not reduce racial disparities.
RAIs do not guarantee that pretrial detention
decisions will be more objective, and should
never be a substitute for robust evidentiary
hearings that permit the judge to scrutinize the
evidence and allegations against the accused.
These types of due process protections can
contribute to addressing and eliminating the
disproportionate representation of Black and
Latino people in pretrial detention populations.
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LIMIT AND DRASTICALLY REDUCE
the use of pretrial detention.

Pretrial detention of even a few days can
increase the likelihood of a new arrest and
future failures to appear in court. It can
also lead to family instability and loss of
employment and housing, as well as disruption
of medical care.17 These problems are especially
pronounced among youth, with studies showing
that detention may increase the chance of
recidivism.18 Recent research has also identified
a causal link between pretrial detention and
adverse case outcomes; youth and adults who
are held pretrial are more likely to receive a jail
or prison sentence and are more likely to plead
guilty—regardless of guilt—than those who have
been released before trial.19

State laws relating to bail can be found in the
New York Criminal Procedure Law, §§ 500540, which took effect on September 1, 1971.20
The statute preserved the system of money bail
that existed under the former Code of Criminal
Procedure, but created four additional bond
options so that judges would no longer be limited
to a decision of either release on recognizance
(ROR) or setting cash bail.21 The state’s bail
statute was crafted with the explicit intention
of facilitating the release of pretrial detainees,
hence the mandatory consideration of a person’s
financial resources and the multiple alternatives
to cash bail. By adhering to the intent of the
original statute, New York State can drastically
cut its pretrial detention population.
Because the law is applied ineffectively,
pretrial detention is commonplace statewide.
Approximately 25,000 people are detained in jails
statewide; nearly 70 percent of them are being
detained pretrial while presumed innocent.22

In New York City, 77 percent of people detained
on Rikers Island are held pretrial, mostly on
felony charges.23 Approximately 12 percent of
the city’s jail population are people detained
on misdemeanor charges.24 It costs $270,876 a
year to incarcerate one person in a New York
City jail,25 money that could instead be invested
in stable and affordable housing, public health,
youth services, and programs that divert people
from the justice system altogether.
Although most people held in New York City
jails have been charged with felonies, the rate
of incarceration in the rest of the state is driven
largely by misdemeanor charges.26 In counties
like Broome, Columbia, Cortland, Dutchess,
Greene, Jefferson, Nassau, Rockland, and
Schenectady, more than 70 percent of the average
daily jail population is being held pretrial.27
Counties where more than 70 percent of the
entire jail population (pretrial and sentenced
people) is detained on misdemeanor charges
include Seneca, Chenango, Jefferson, Oneida,
Montgomery, and Saratoga.28 In Clinton County,
nearly 90 percent of the people in jail are
detained only for misdemeanors.29
In New York City, more than 86 percent of people
released pretrial appear for subsequent court
dates.30 Several studies have demonstrated that
simple reminders before a court date—whether in
writing or by phone—can substantially increase
the likelihood of a person appearing for their
court date.31
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LIMIT AND DRASTICALLY REDUCE
the use of pretrial detention. (cont’d)

The Office of Court Administration and local
county and city officials must continue to
address administrative impediments to paying
bail, in order to reduce the number of people
needlessly held in jail before trial. Recent
changes to the New York City Administrative
Code have tried to remove some of the
obstacles to posting bail which otherwise leave
individuals to suffer pre-trial detention for
some period of time. Those changes include:
mandating the NYPD allow people access to
their cell phones in order to retrieve contact
information of loved ones;32 providing a bail
facilitator to help detained people post their
own bail;33 mandating DOC to (1) accept bail
payments continuously even if the individual
is not yet housed in a specific correctional
facility,34 (2) accept bail at or near Criminal
Court locations in each borough or online,35
(3) release a person within 5 hours of posting
bail, gradually reducing to 3 hours,36 and (4)
wait 4-12 hours before transporting someone
from arraignments to jail if there is contact
with someone who can post the bail;37 and,
mandating OCA to post accurate instructions
in courthouses on how to post bail.38 Many of

these changes took effect in January of 2018,
and are a step in the right direction to reduce
pre-trial detention. Additional fixes, however,
must include accepting debit cards as a form
of payment; allowing bail payments to be
made online; releasing people with $1 bail and
no other holds automatically; and generally
updating the technology used to accept bail
payments, instead of using outdated equipment
like fax machines.39
The mandatory release of people charged with
misdemeanors and most felonies along with
administrative fixes to posting bail would
dramatically reduce jail populations across
the state. The substantial costs avoided by
reducing unnecessary pretrial detention should
be calculated, captured, and reinvested in the
education, health, and safety of communities
that have been disproportionately impacted
by the juvenile and criminal justice systems.
Local and state governments must vest directly
impacted communities with the authority to
determine how any newly available funding will
be invested, whether through the creation of
community approval boards or otherwise.

My stepson, Ricardo Jr., had bail set at $100,000. It was a hard, crucial
burden on the entire Forde family [as] a whole. Me and my mother-in-law
were emotionally and physically affected by this, trying to figure out where
to get this money from. Our (appointed) lawyers didn’t do too much for us,
and didn’t fight to get the proper evidence. My family did all the leg work
and asked questions as to who saw what. My mother-in-law finally got a
lawyer who charged her almost $25,000, which she was only able to come
up with $10,000, which she actually borrowed. Now she is in debt for the
rest of her life. My stepson still ended up doing two years. It changed me as
a whole to see how they treat people pretrial in today’s society. They say
we came so far, yet it looks like we still at the beginning.
–CAROLYN FORDE, mother of Katal member Ricky Forde
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END

wealth-based detention.

People should never be detained simply because
they don’t have enough money to purchase their
freedom.
Throughout the state, presumptively innocent
people are being detained because they cannot
afford to pay bail. A look at the 2016 figures in
New York City shows that 9 out of 10 people
in the adult system were unable to pay bail at
arraignments, and were therefore unable to avoid
pretrial detention.40

Although nine forms of bail exist in New York
State, judges primarily use two of the most
financially burdensome options, which both
require up-front cash payments: cash bail and
insurance company bond.41 Unsecured bonds are
an important alternative and can ensure that a
presumptively innocent person comes back to
court, without forcing the individual or a loved
one to pay cash up front to either the court or a
bondsman.
Even people who can afford one of the two bail
options (cash or insurance-company bond) are
not spared the punitive aspects of the money
bail system. This system fails to account for
the tremendous effort low-income families
must expend to find the money necessary for
the release of a loved one. If paying cash bail,
individuals must pay refundable funds to the
court, and if using a bondsman, they must pay
both nonrefundable fees as well as collateral.

There is no consideration about whether money
used to pay for bail or bonds is needed for basic
living expenses like rent and food. Refundable
funds are often not repaid for months or years.
Even when returned, the funds may be less than
the original deposit due to “bail poundage fees,”
which can be deducted if the person pleads guilty
in the case.42
As efforts such as charitable bail funds
demonstrate, people do not need a financial
stake in their case to appear in court and meet
their obligations. For example, in Brooklyn, 95
percent of those who have their bail covered by
the Brooklyn Community Bail Fund return for all
of their court dates.43 In the Bronx, 96 percent of
people whose bail is paid by the Bronx Freedom
Fund return for all of their court dates.44 And
over the past 30 years, judges in Madison County
(east of Syracuse) have routinely approved
unsecured bonds—meaning people pay no
money up front before being released—and these
individuals regularly return to court.
Money bail is cruel and ineffective, forcing
people to languish in jails while their friends
and family struggle to pull together the
necessary funds. Nonfinancial conditions of
release—available under current New York law—
successfully ensure future court appearances,
save taxpayers money, and prevent unnecessary
pretrial detention.45 If money bail is imposed, it
must not exceed a person’s ability to pay.

When Travis got arrested, it took time for the whole family to put
money together to equal the bail amount. By the time we bailed him
out, he had already served eight months on Rikers. Within these eight
months, he lost his tooth and part of his personality. I believe if we
could have gotten him out earlier, my cousin would be the same as he
was prior to being held in jail pretrial.
–JESSICA WARD, Katal member
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REMOVE PROFIT

from pretrial justice decisions.

People who cannot afford to pay bail are often
forced to use commercial bail bonds and are
subjected to a largely unregulated industry
known for exploitative practices. Commercial
bail bonds are particularly onerous: this is the
only type of bail that requires consumers pay
an up-front nonrefundable fee that families lose
regardless of the case outcome. When consumers
use commercial bail bonds, they lose about 10
percent of their bond amount in nonrefundable
fees and sometimes more.46 The United States
and the Philippines are the only two countries
in the world that allow the operation of a
commercial bond industry.47

The use of commercial bonds has increased in
New York City in recent years; for cases with bail
set at $1,000 or more, commercial bonds account
for one in five bail releases.48 In 2016, people paid
an estimated $14 million to $20 million in legally
charged fees to for-profit bail bond companies in
New York City.49 This estimate does not include
illegal fees that families are charged or any
collateral withheld by bondsmen.
Paying bail via a commercial bail bond often
requires families put down collateral, in amounts
decided by the bail bond companies and their

agents. These agents can also impose additional
requirements, such as GPS tracking and
mandatory in-person visits.50 The system allows
for-profit bail bond agents to take measures that
the court and police cannot, such as warrantless
searches of a person’s home.51
The transfer of wealth through legal fees, illegal
fees, and collateral is concentrated in just a
handful of already marginalized New York City
neighborhoods.52 This is not just money that
could have been used to pay rent or put food on
the table; it is liquid capital that cannot otherwise
be spent within the community, too often
permanently restricting economic mobility for
low-income families, particularly people of color.
Secured-money bonds do not lead to higher
rates of appearance at trial. Multiple studies
have shown that unsecured bonds, which do not
require an up-front deposit with a bondsman or
the court, are as effective as secured bonds in
ensuring an individual’s return to court.53 When
pretrial supervision is imposed, the associated
costs must not be passed on to presumptively
innocent people or to their families. Profit must
be removed from pretrial detention decisions.

I was detained on Rikers for over six weeks while my mom was trying
to gather the funds from family members to pay my $2,500 bail. My
mom paid the bondsman, but even though the judge exonerated the
bail, none of the bondsman fees have been returned to us. It’s more
than just the money. People are getting hurt on a daily basis in these
jails. There are seven other forms of bail under New York law that can
actually help, but those aren’t being used by judges, and that’s not right.
–MICHAEL MUIR, Katal member
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ENSURE

the right to counsel—and quality representation—at any
individualized hearings to determine bail or prior to any use
of pretrial detention.

People are entitled to the benefit of competent,
zealous counsel when their liberty is at stake.
Yet thousands of New Yorkers are arraigned
daily without the benefit of legal representation.
This is another practice that differs between
New York City and the rest of the state. In New
York City, every indigent person is assigned
legal counsel at arraignment. That is not true
statewide, and access to legal representation can
be inconsistent among counties and even among
towns in the same counties. The Vera Institute of
Justice report, “Empire State of Incarceration,”
illustrates this disparity in Erie County, where
people charged in Buffalo are assigned legal
counsel and have their cases heard before a judge,
whereas in the village of Hamburg, individuals
are not guaranteed such counsel or to have their
cases heard before a legally trained judge.54
Quality representation at any bail or pretrial
detention hearing depends on defense counsel
having an opportunity to engage in a meaningful
interview of their client and an opportunity to
prepare their arguments. Time and resources
should be reserved for attorneys and/or court

6

personnel to reach the friends and family of
the accused in order to confirm their ties to the
community, a main factor for bail determinations.
Bail hearings should take place at arraignment.
Before bail or pretrial detention is imposed, a
fully litigated, individualized hearing should take
place and the defense attorney should be provided
with all evidence currently available to or in the
possession of the prosecutor and judge. If bail is set,
there should be an automatic de novo review within
a reasonable period, ideally just a day or two later.
Release with minimal to no supervision should
be the default. Community supervision or
monitoring should be imposed only in specific,
limited, rigorously defined circumstances.
These conditions should not be unduly onerous
but should be tailored to the individual needs
of the person who has been charged. Few to
no restrictions should be placed on those who
are eligible for pretrial release, and community
supervision must not continue to be used as a
proxy for surveillance of communities of color.

INCLUDE

people directly impacted by the justice system in discussions of
and planning for bail reform.

Hundreds of thousands of New Yorkers have
suffered the consequences of a broken pretrial
system in the state: bail practices that punish
people for being poor; lack of meaningful
speedy trial rules, which entangle people in
the system for months or years; and outdated
discovery rules that undermine justice and
prevent people from getting their day in court.
(To read more about speedy trial and discovery,
see page 14.) People of color and poor people are

overwhelmingly impacted by these practices
and disproportionately represented among the
state’s pretrial detention populations.
The people and communities directly affected
must be part of fixing the broken system.
This includes those who have been arrested,
detained, and incarcerated, as well as their
families and community members who are
confronted with having to support a loved one
trapped in the maze of the justice system.
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ESTABLISH

standardized collection and public reporting of pretrial
detention data, coupled with accountability mechanisms.

Most counties in New York State do not collect
and share data about their pretrial detention
practices. The absence of standardized data
and reporting hinders accountability and limits
transparency.

Data reporting should also track what type and
amount of bail prosecutors request; whether
defense attorneys ask for alternative forms of
bail; and the judge’s reasoning when making a
bail determination.

To aid lawmakers, advocates, and the public in
fostering an understanding of pretrial practices
in New York, data collection and reporting
should track the following:

Standardized collection and reporting should
be coupled with the creation of accountability
mechanisms to make sure corrective action
is taken when data shows that outcomes are
inconsistent with reform objectives. Such
corrective action could include the following:

• criminal charges;
• the form of bail;

• automatic dismissal of cases that have been
unnecessarily pending for months or years;

• the amount of bail;
• the duration of jail stay;

• the mandatory release of indigent individuals
who have been detained for no other reason
than the inability to afford their bail;

• the revocation of bail; and
• demographic data, including information
about race and ethnicity, gender, and age.
Any such data collection must, however, protect
the identities of those who have been accused,
particularly details related to medical history,
immigration status, and country of origin.

• mandatory review of judicial decisions in
jurisdictions where patterns of racial or
ethnic disparities are found; and/or
• reduced funding to those jurisdictions that
routinely and disproportionately detain lowincome people of color.

When I was 8, my uncle was arrested and taken away from my family;
he was the only father figure l had. One of the main things I remember
about that time was how much and how constant we had to travel
around New York City visiting family and friends of my uncle, collecting
money. When I would ask my mom what [we were] doing, she would
tell me we’re helping to bring Uncle Billy home. As I got older, I realized
we were collecting [money for] my uncle’s bail. Families are being hurt
by these bail practices, and reform is needed now.
–BRANDON LONG, Katal member
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ACCOUNT FOR AND MINIMIZE

differences in bail and pretrial detention practices between
New York City and the rest of the state.

The landscape of pretrial and court practices
related to arraignment, bail, discovery, and
speedy trial are vastly different in New York City
and the rest of the state. Those differences affect
the following:

go without any counsel whatsoever. Advocates
recently won a change to the law that forces the
state to fund public defense, but even this will
take time to be fully functional, leaving New
Yorkers to suffer in the meantime.55

• whether a person will have legal counsel
assigned at arraignment or go without;

New York City used to be the main driver of jail
populations statewide; this is no longer true,
as upstate counties drive jail growth through
use of expanded pretrial detention.56 New York
City’s overall jail population is lower than that of
many jurisdictions nationwide, including those
that have successfully won and implemented
reform.57 Even so, 77 percent of people being held
on Rikers Island are there pretrial.58 In the rest
of the state, more than 60 percent of those in jails
are being held pretrial.59

• whether the case will be heard in front of
a qualified judge or a justice with no formal
legal training;
• whether a prosecutor will be present for
the arraignment;
• whether a case can be resolved at
arraignment; and
• whether the decision maker will
have any information regarding the accused
person’s background.
The presence or lack of legal counsel for the
person accused of a crime, as well as the presence
or absence of a prosecuting attorney, can
influence the disposition of cases tremendously.
Their presence or absence can determine
whether a case can be resolved at arraignment—
as many are in New York City—obviating the
need for pretrial detention and mandatory bail
determinations because the individual need not
return to court at a later date.
Even the availability of public defenders is
different in New York City and elsewhere in the
state. There has long been a crisis in Upstate New
York regarding the lack of funding for public
defenders, leaving many individuals to wait or

The ability to resolve misdemeanor cases at
arraignment in every county would reduce
the pretrial jail population, given that pretrial
detention for misdemeanors is relatively
common in most of the state. But in New York
City, the majority of those detained pretrial are
charged with felonies (nonviolent or violent),
not misdemeanors.60 Bail reform must therefore
include careful examination and researchbased assessment of the criminal justice
system’s definitions of violence in the context of
felony charges, and must account for the racial
disparities that occur in this context.
The reform process must account for these
different practices; stakeholders from every
region of the state must be involved to ensure
that reform works for everyone.
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ADDRESS

the linkage of bail, discovery, and speedy trial to achieve
statewide pretrial justice reform.

Bail, along with discovery and speedy trial,
exists within a pretrial justice framework
statewide. The entire pretrial justice framework
is in need of reform to ensure justice and
improve public safety. Bail reform should
therefore be coupled with reform of other
pretrial practices statewide.
Each party in a court case must turn over the
evidence it intends to use at trial, a practice
referred to as discovery. But in New York,
prosecutors don’t have to disclose evidence they
have until the day a trial starts, undermining
the ability of the accused person to prepare.
New York’s outdated and unfair discovery
law contributes to delays in court processing
times by denying people accused of crimes
with the critical materials they need to make
informed decisions about their cases. This
makes it difficult for them to assess plea offers
and prepare adequately for trial, both factors
that contribute to longer detention periods for

presumptively innocent people who cannot
afford bail.61 Discovery reform must include
early and automatic disclosure of all evidence
and relevant information about the case.
New York is also one of the few states without a
real speedy trial law—instead, it has a readiness
rule that routinely leads to significant delays
in court processing times, particularly in New
York City. Problems with the city’s speedy trial
process, which is heavily weighted in the favor
of prosecutors, result in many people being
forced to wait for years before they have their
day in court. This means that presumptively
innocent people who can’t afford bail remain
detained for an egregiously long time.62 No one
should be detained in jail simply because of
court delays. Speedy trial reform must ensure
cases go to trial in a reasonable, fair timeframe.
Without also addressing discovery and speedy
problems, bail reform will be limited.

I know how stressful it is to have a case and be stuck in the system.
But having a case drag on for two years due to lack of a real speedy
trial law is heart-wrenching and mentally straining on individuals and
families. And that’s with me being home, when other people aren’t so
fortunate. Imagine someone else who’s locked up on Rikers or any other
jail in NY because they can’t pay bail. I know from experience what it’s
like to be detained on Rikers; it’s horrible. Just sitting there waiting for
your case to proceed. No one should be detained just because they don’t
have money, and no one should have their case drag on for years simply
because the courts are clogged or the evidence hasn’t been shared. We
need bail reform, and also speedy trial and discovery reform.
–VALDEZ HERON, community organizer
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For too long, New York’s bail practices have undermined
justice and caused harm.

The time for bail reform in
New York State is now.
Governor Cuomo, statewide and local lawmakers, and court officials have all acknowledged
that New York’s bail practices are unfair, unjust, and racially biased. Meaningful reform is not
only essential to reducing pretrial detention rates across the state; it is also an integral part of
closing Rikers Island Jail Complex—a priority for both elected officials in New York City and the
governor. To accomplish these goals, lawmakers must account for the nine objectives contained
in this guide, and rectify the racial and wealth-based disparities that undermine fairness and
justice in New York’s pretrial practices.

#BailReformNY
To get involved, contact:
Cedric Fulton

Community Organizer
cfulton@katalcenter.org
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